
Beijing

Yikes, I fell in love;-) What a trip! Everything I previously knew about China 
is not relevant on a personal level. Move to Trash. Being together and wor-
king with 40 students of the College of Art and Design was fun, intense 
and marked by attention and profound exchange. At the end we had a 
wonderful exhibition jointly manufactured work as a homo universalis (see 
photo at right), a version of myMatrix and a completely new series titled 
„Circle“. > link

For 14 days I could fully enjoy some of the lifestyle, the culture, the good 
food and the friendliness of my Chinese hosts. Many thanks.

Also has emerged a new series of „walks“, the „China walks“ with eleven 
pictures (50 x 28.13 cm): among others, the Great Wall and the Temple of 
Heaven. > link

More images from staying in Beijing can be seen here: > link

San Francisco

Back home, it was a journey around the globe. The plane took off at 1:20 
pm in Beijing with stops in Seoul and landed at 12:00 on the same day in 
San Francisco! What a city. Good thing I was able to take time for  my own 
explorations and many walks beside of the JavaOne conference with its  
full program > link

The conference started with a keynote speech at the Moscone Center in 
front of about 1,000 people and the first thing they spoke about was to 
invite them to upload their photos to the myMatrix server and during the 
final Community Keynote then the result was presented. > link

Even in America, I came across a lot of friendliness, openness and helpful-
ness. On my website, there are many more images to see, also the keynotes 
can be found there > link

Birmingham

Iris Bertz has invited the next I AM WE-User Meeting 2016 to Birmingham 
and from 20th-22nd November, we will prepare the meeting in collabo-
ration with Justus Theinert. What a joy that we meet on the subject of 
sharing and exchange. www.interactive-image.org

Münsingen

On 28 11th 14-18 clock and 10-18 clock on the 29th Mirja Wellmann an I 
show works in the old castle at the „1st Münsinger Kunstweg“.
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